Undergraduate Medical Education Committee (UMEC)

As Dell Medical School is building a medical school from scratch, they are taking medical education seriously. As a result, there are a number of committees that meet year-round to evaluate the progress of classes, clerkships, student and faculty evaluations, and more. And Dell also takes student representation seriously, so DMS students are asked to represent their classes on these committees and contribute medical student votes. These representatives are selected by the DMS Student Senate via a short application process that happens in May for current DMS classes and in August for the new MS1 class.

You can find a Google Doc with descriptions of each UMEC committee [HERE](#).

Below is a flowchart that gives a general structure to the various UMEC committees and the student leaders who are currently serving on those committees. If you have questions, comments, or concerns that you feel like are relevant to a UMEC committee, feel free to email any of your student representatives below or post your concerns on the UMEC Slack channel.

### Student Leaders

**General UMEC Committee**

Class of 2021:
Nitya Rao – nitya.rao@utexas.edu
Will Squiers – wsquiers@utexas.edu

Class of 2022:
Faith Noah – faithnoah@utexas.edu
Matthew Seghers – matthewseghers@utexas.edu

Class of 2023:
Michelle Raji – michelleraji@utexas.edu
Tammy Spear – tammylyspear@utexas.edu

Class of 2024:
Mandy Justiz – mmjustiz@utexas.edu
Yosha Singh – yosha.singh@utexas.edu
Scientific Foundations (MS1 Year) Subcommittee
Class of 2021:
Emily Leede – emilyleede@utexas.edu
Josh Morris – joshua.morris3@utexas.edu

Class of 2022:
Thomas Varkey – tvarkey@utexas.edu
Julia Taylor – juliaetaylor@utexas.edu

Class of 2023:
Allison Teng – allison.teng@utexas.edu
Adan Tijerina – adan.tijerina@utexas.edu

Class of 2024:
Nikita Choudary – nikitach@utexas.edu
Madison Terzo – Madisonterzo@utexas.edu

Healthcare Delivery (MS2 Year) Subcommittee
Class of 2021:
Emily Clarke – emilyclarke@utexas.edu
Tucker Pope – tucker.pope@utexas.edu
Zack Timmons – jztimmons@utexas.edu

Class of 2022:
Evelyn Bodenschatz – eboden@utexas.edu
Elaine Ramirez – elaine.ramirez@utexas.edu

Class of 2023:
Maius Bermejo – maiusbermejo@utexas.edu
Odera Okafor – od.okafor@utexas.edu

Evaluation and Assessment Subcommittee
Class of 2021:
Jacob Cooper – jacobcooper@utexas.edu
Michael Measom – measomm@utexas.edu

Class of 2022:
Ciaura Brown – ciaurabrown@utexas.edu

Class of 2023:
Safiyya Zaidi – stzaidi@utexas.edu

Class of 2024:
Saima Khan – saima.khan@utexas.edu
Holly Langley – holly.langley@utexas.edu

Curricular Integration Subcommittee
Class of 2021:
Alyssa Johnson Ellerbrock – alyssa.johnson@utexas.edu
Kayla Nussbaum – kmheadley@utexas.edu

Innovation, Leadership, & Discovery (MS3 Year) Subcommittee
Class of 2021:
Sanjiv Gopalkrishnan – sanjivg@utexas.edu
Michelle Zhang – mich.zhang94@utexas.edu

Class of 2022:
Kaylee O’Connor – kmoconnor@utexas.edu
Amanda Wu – siamawu@utexas.edu